Introduction Comprehensive genetic cancer profiling using circulating tumor DNA has enabled the detection of National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guideline-recommended somatic alterations from a single, non-invasive blood draw. However, reliably detecting somatic variants at low variant allele fractions (VAFs) remains a challenge for next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based tests. We have developed the single-molecule sequencing (SMSEQ) platform to address these challenges. Methods The OncoLBx assay utilizes the SMSEQ platform to optimize cell-free DNA extraction and library preparation with variant type-specific calling algorithms to improve sensitivity and specificity. OncoLBx is a pan-cancer panel for solid tumors targeting 75 genes and five microsatellite sites analyzing five classes of NCCN-recommended somatic variants: single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertions and deletions (indels), copy number variants (CNVs), fusions and microsatellite instability (MSI). Circulating DNA was extracted from plasma, followed by library preparation using SMSEQ. Analytical validation was performed according to recently published American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)/ Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) guidelines and established the limit of detection (LOD), sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and reproducibility using 126 gold-standard reference samples, healthy donor samples verified by whole-exome sequencing by an external College of American Pathologists (CAP) reference lab and cell lines with known variants. Results were analyzed using a locus-specific modeling algorithm. Results We have demonstrated that OncoLBx detects VAFs of ≥ 0.1% for SNVs and indels, ≥ 0.5% for fusions, ≥ 4.5 copies for CNVs and ≥ 2% for MSI, with all variant types having specificity ≥ 99.999%. Diagnostic performance of paired samples displays 80% sensitivity and > 99.999% clinical specificity. Clinical utility and performance were assessed in 416 solid tumor samples. Variants were detected in 79% of samples, for which 87.34% of positive samples had available targeted therapy. 
Introduction
The increased use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) in laboratory-developed tests (LDTs) has facilitated the transition of this technology to clinical application for cancer genomic profiling [1] . Genetic analysis of tumors has driven the development and clinical use of targeted and immunotherapy for cancer treatment. For example, trastuzumab (Herceptin) is a targeted therapy with well-demonstrated efficacy in breast cancer and pembrolizumab, a checkpoint immunotherapy agent, was recently approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as a pan-tumor indication for patients with cancers harboring high microsatellite instability (MSI-H) or mismatch repair deficiency (dMMR) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . NGS based tests allow simultaneous testing of thousands of loci and parallel analysis of different classes of genetic variants in a single assay. In contrast, other methods such as digital polymerase chain reaction (dPCR) may require sequential or multiple tests, or excessive material to cover the breadth and depth that NGS-based assays can achieve from a single assay [1, 7] . For example, BRAF V600E-mutated cancers, rare in non-small cell lung cancer, are not routinely tested for and are generally only identified through broad test panels, often from NGS platforms [8] [9] [10] . As new therapies, genetic targets, and target types emerge, LDTs are poised to be the first to translate new discoveries into validated clinical tests, with NGS being one of the most common platforms for new test development [1, 7] .
NGS-based tumor tissue biopsy tests have demonstrated clinical utility for therapy selection [11, 12] . Tissue biopsies, when possible to obtain, are limited in scope to small specimens. Many cancer types are genetically heterogeneous, and tumor tissue obtained by tissue biopsy may not fully reflect this heterogeneity, resulting in false negative results [3, 13] . Further, tissue biopsy, as an invasive diagnostic test, can be risky and has relatively low levels of patient acceptance [14] . Moreover, for patients in late metastatic stages of cancer, acquired mutations from continued tumor evolution at both primary and metastatic sites may lead to misleading results [15] [16] [17] . These shortcomings have fueled research and development of liquid biopsy as an alternative to tissue biopsy.
Physiological events of cells such as apoptosis, necrosis and secretion release both cell-free DNA (cfDNA) from normal tissue as well as tumor-derived cfDNA (ctDNA) into the bloodstream [18] . It has been shown that variants of tumor origin can be identified in ctDNA [18] [19] [20] . Because cfDNA is released via physiological events, it might have a more global genomic view across the heterogeneous landscape of primary tumors and their metastases. In addition, cfDNA has a short half-life (~ 2 h), which means that blood can be used as a "real-time" reflection of the genetics of the tumor at the time of blood draw [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
However, there are major challenges that limit the use of standard NGS techniques and protocols for accurate and reproducible detection of ctDNA in blood. Generally, there is a limited amount of cfDNA fragments present in peripheral blood, and within the cfDNA, only a small fraction of molecules may be of tumor origin (ctDNA) [26] . The tumor fraction of cfDNA, which varies by cancer type, stage and location, has been reported at low variant allele fractions (VAFs) (0.1%) [27] [28] [29] [30] . At such low VAFs, the intrinsic error rate of standard NGS renders it difficult to distinguish tumor-derived variants from various sources of error that occur during library preparation, cluster formation, and sequencing [30] [31] [32] . To overcome these technical hurdles, we have developed a novel platform, single-molecule sequencing (SMSEQ), that is optimized for isolating and analyzing ctDNA to identify five classes of variants at low allele frequencies.
In 
Materials and Methods

Analytical Samples
Analytical control samples and cell lines were acquired from commercial vendors (see supplementary Table S3 in the ESM). Samples used for analytical validation were derived from commercial reference samples designed and verified to contain known variants at specific allele frequencies or cell lines known to harbor specific variants (see the supplementary methods for details).
Clinical Samples
Institutional review board (IRB) and informed consent was obtained from Chang Gung Memorial Hospital for 97 study patients, including 36 patients providing both blood and tissue. Informed consent was obtained from all 97 study patients and for 319 consecutive clinical samples that were processed by CellMax Life's CAP-accredited lab in Taiwan and a CLIA-certified and CAP-accredited US laboratory. All patient information presented has been de-identified and anonymized.
Collection of Blood and Isolation of Plasma and Buffy Coat
Ten milliliters of blood were collected from patients and healthy donors in Cell-Free DNA BCT (Streck) and K3/ EDTA tubes. The tube was spun down at 1600 g for 10 min at room temperature to separate plasma, buffy coat and red blood cells. The plasma fraction was carefully isolated and further spun down at 16,000 g for 10 min to collect cell-free plasma.
Extraction of cfDNA
Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) was extracted from approximately 4-5 ml of plasma using the Qiagen Circulating Nucleic Acid kit with an optimized protocol to increase cfDNA extraction efficiency. Incubation time for proteinase K and lysis treatment was extended twofold from standard protocol to maximize cfDNA release. In addition, carrier RNA was used to minimize cfDNA loss during the extraction process. To further enhance the cfDNA recovery rate, double elution was performed using eluate from first elution for the second elution, with an incubation time of 15 min prior to elution (standard protocol is single elution and 3-min incubation time). See the supplementary methods in the ESM for cfDNA quantification and quality control (QC).
SMSEQ Library preparation
Libraries were prepared using 20-30 ng size corrected input cfDNA (see the supplementary methods in the ESM). The ends of the cfDNA were repaired (blunt-ended and 5′ phosphorylated) enzymatically and dA-tailed (see the supplementary methods). In order to perform SMSEQ analysis, unique molecular indices (UMIs) were ligated on one end and Tru-Seq single-index sequencing adapters from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) were ligated on the other. Both adapters include sequences complementary to Illumina's flow-cell sequence to facilitate sequence reading (see the supplementary methods for SMSEQ adapter design). In order to achieve maximum ligation efficiency, we lowered the standard ligation temperature to 18 °C and extended the ligation time to 4 h. In order to reduce polymerase errors and amplification biases, the ligated cfDNA libraries were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified with a minimum number of cycles (five cycles) using high-fidelity, low-error polymerase using primers directed against common ends. 
Hybridization/Target Enrichment
A custom proprietary hybridization buffer was created specifically for the custom panel with ionic strength and additives based on the capture probe complexity, GC content, and probe length. Hybridization/wash time and temperature were carefully tuned based on the dynamic range of the probe's T m . With extensive optimization of this step, we were able to decrease the off-target rate and minimize GC bias by performing capture at a temperature of 62 °C for 4 h. This step was followed by a pull-down using streptavidin beads (see the supplementary methods for details). 
Sequencing
Informatics Pipeline and Sequencing Data Processing
OncoLBx sequencing data are processed by a custom bioinformatics pipeline built on common, established open-source tools, with software provided by Illumina and proprietary software designed and optimized for use with SMSEQ. See the supplementary methods for details.
Primary and Secondary Analysis
Primary and secondary analysis are performed using tools provided by Illumina and other open-source software to produce BAM files aligned to the human genome. Alignments are then used by SMSEQ for variant calling. See supplementary methods for details.
SMSEQ Analysis
Custom software was developed to utilize UMIs ligated to each cfDNA molecule (parent molecule) during library preparation. Daughter molecules created from parent molecules during amplification are grouped by UMI and alignment position. Positions with quality scores < Q30 are ignored, and low-quality tails of reads are trimmed. In addition, daughter molecules with lengths < 100 bases are filtered out. After filtering, reads from both forward and reverse strands are used to build a consensus sequence. For each position, the base with ≥ 75% consensus among all daughter molecules is selected as the consensus base and non-consensus bases are treated as errors and ignored. This consensus criteria results in the removal of errors (false positives).
SMSEQ SNV and Short Indel Analysis
SMSEQ's SNVs and indel variant calling is performed by consensus read analysis across all target regions in the 75-gene panel. SMSEQ analyzes every position by using SMSEQ data and comparing potential variants against a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM), to separate true variants from background noise (Fig. 1 ). Variants are evaluated using the following equation:
where R X is the sequencing data for sample X, a is the alternate allele being evaluated, L is the genomic location of the variant, M is the PSSM for a specific locus (L), G is the germline genotype of sample X at location L, and the significance threshold, α, is defined for each locus. If P(R|M) < α, then the variant is a call candidate. P(R|M) is distributed as a beta distribution with parameters derived from the PSSM. Candidate variants are evaluated for single-molecule support and other sample specific-factors such as background signal.
SMSEQ Copy Number Analysis
CNVs are determined by performing coverage analysis across all targets in the OncoLBx panel at both the gene and exon level. Coverage for all targets is normalized and compared against genomic DNA (gDNA) to create a sample-specific copy number profile. This profile is compared against similar profiles from healthy samples to identify copy number variations. These candidates are compared against expected values to determine if a CNV is present. CNVs are viewed in the context of the copy numbers of nearby genomic markers and observed allelic imbalance.
SMSEQ Gene Fusion Detection
Fusions candidates are identified by assessing their predicted breakpoints and single-molecule support. Gene fusion evaluation is performed targeting introns of five genes (FGFR3, NTRK1, RET, ROS1, and ALK) with canonical fusion events and established treatment indications based on NCCN guidelines. Reads which pass QC are tested for breakpoints by split read analysis and filtered for target regions. Split reads are divided into fragments based on their alignments. Read fragments are realigned to the genome and recombined together to determine the breakpoint. Potential breakpoints
are evaluated by their level of single-molecule support and checked against expected background noise, with those passing considered fusion candidates. Candidates are then evaluated by their predicted protein and functional consequences, and known treatment indications.
SMSEQ MSI Status Determination
MSI status is determined by tabulating homopolymer length changes at five well-established microsatellite sites: NR-21, NR-24, BAT-25, BAT-26 and MONO-27 [34, 35] . Homopolymer length is determined by realigning raw reads to MSI target regions. The lengths of homopolymers observed are converted into a homopolymer score. The homopolymer score is compared against normal samples to generate a p value. This p value is used to determine whether a specific site is microsatellite stable (MSS) or microsatellite unstable. MSI status is determined by assessing these sites. Samples with two or more unstable sites are considered as MSI-H, one unstable site as MSI-low, and 0 unstable sites as MSS. 
Calculation and Definition of Performance Metrics
Results
SMSEQ Analysis
SMSEQ analysis utilizes UMIs to suppress errors and to improve variant calling accuracy (see Sect. 2). A cancer cell line with known somatic variants (true positives) was used to evaluate the performance of SMSEQ error correction across a large genomic region. As shown in Fig. 1a , analysis without the error correction shows a large number of false positives at lower allele frequencies (most under 0.2%). It is not possible to separate true positives (red) from false positives (black). The error correction removes false positives, while maintaining the signal from true positives (red) at expected allele frequencies (Fig. 1b) . These results demonstrate that SMSEQ error correction facilitates the separation of true and false positives, which improves the limit of detection (LOD) and accuracy of OncoLBx.
SNV Detection Performance
SNVs are detected using SMSEQ and custom algorithms trained to evaluate and separate variants from background. SMSEQ variant calling utilizes a PSSM which has been developed and trained against a separate set of 125 samples from healthy donors, patient samples, analytical controls, and cell lines to separate variants from background (see Sect. 2). P(R|M) is modeled and parameterized using the PSSM. We used KRAS, a well-characterized oncogene, as an example of how model-based analysis performs using consensus data to identify low allele frequency variants (see Fig. 1 ). There is a clear separation of background reads and reads positive for KRAS p.G12R (Fig. 1c) . The results show that we were able to obtain statistical significance below 0.1% VAF for this variant (Fig. 1c) . This oncogenic hotspot regularly shows 0 variant reads for negative samples, and for positive samples, at least ten reads supporting the G12R are detected. If P(R|M) < α, then variant is considered a call candidate. Figure 1d shows an example of the p values for calling the variant KRAS p.G12R, which has an α of 0.01. The points marked in red indicate samples that were called positive, while blue demarks samples called negative.
To demonstrate the dynamic range of SNV detection, DNA samples from multiple cell lines were mixed at various ratios to create two sample pools with a total of 188 variants, with allele frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 100% for each pool (see the supplementary methods for details). We identify 188 out of 188 expected variants, with allele frequencies within the expected range (Fig. 2a) . To establish the LOD, we used reference cfDNA samples which contain 289 known clinically relevant SNVs with a range of allele frequencies from 0.1 to 5%. Figure 2b shows the comparison between observed and expected allele frequencies for the SNVs. Across 289 known variants, we identify 90 out of 106 variants (84.9%) with an allele frequency ≤ 0.2% and 183 out of 183 variants (100%) with an allele frequency > 0.2%.
Commercially available reference samples and fragmented cell lines only mimic cfDNA and may mask assay problems due to variability in cfDNA size or complications from interfering substances. To show the test's ability to detect variants from the intended sample matrix (cfDNA from plasma), whole blood was obtained from ten healthy donors with no history of cancer. gDNA and cfDNA were extracted for each patient sample. The gDNA was sent out to an external CLIA-CAP lab for whole-exome sequencing to establish each sample's germline reference, and cfDNA was tested. We mixed cfDNA of the ten healthy samples at various ratios to create six sample pools with expected allele frequencies from 0.05 to 10%. Figure 2b shows the results comparing the observed allele frequency produced with the expected allele frequency for variants which were externally verified by an independent CLIA/CAP lab. We are able to correctly identify 23 out of 25 SNVs (92.0%) with allele frequency ≤ 0.2% and 52 out of 52 (100%) at > 0.2% from cfDNA extracted from plasma. The two variants not called were all observed at allele frequencies between 0.05 and 0.1%.
To demonstrate reproducibility, 36 libraries from cfDNA reference standards with 0, 0.1, 1 and 5% allele frequencies were sequenced seven, ten, ten and nine times, respectively. These libraries were run by different operators, on different days at various times over an extended time period. Each reference sample contained six ddPCR-verified SNVs in the panel's 85-kb target regions. Figure 2c has boxplots showing the distribution of observed VAFs for each of the six variants for all positive samples. For negative reference samples (wild type), no false positives were observed after seven repeated library preparations and sequencing runs (data not shown). The error bars represent standard deviation, which is indicative of the variability in detection, and as can be observed, there is no significant difference, suggesting robust assay reproducibility.
SNV performance is summarized in Table 1 . We are able to correctly identify 86.26% of variants with an allele frequency ≤ 0.2% and 100% of variants with an allele frequency > 0.2% with OncoLBx. A total of five false-positive variants were detected in two samples across all allele frequencies for over 1.8 million base pairs sequenced, providing a specificity of > 99.999%. We also demonstrated reproducibility and repeatability for SNV detection across allele frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 100%. In total, 536 out of 554 variants were correctly identified, giving 96.75% sensitivity, and five loci were called positive incorrectly, giving > 99.999% specificity and accuracy for identifying SNVs (see Sect. 2).
Indel Detection Performance
To establish LOD, we used cfDNA reference samples that contain 12 ddPCR-verified indels (seven insertions and five deletions) within OncoLBx's target regions. We prepared samples by mixing reference sample with background wild type at 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 and 0%, with a total of 60 indel variants across all dilutions. Figure 3 shows the range of allele frequencies observed compared with their expected allele frequency for all the expected variants across the dilution series. In these samples, we were able to detect 56 out of 60 indels across all allele frequencies, and no false positives were detected in the 0% control sample.
The dynamic range for detecting indels was tested using breast cancer cell lines from Coriell, with known BRCA1/2 indels combined at specific ratios into two different pools. Across both pools, there were a total of eight small indel variants (< 10 bp) with allele frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 20% and a 40-bp large deletion in BRCA1. Table 2 displays the known indel variants and compares their expected versus observed allele frequencies. We are able to accurately identify five out of five variants in BRCA1 and four out of four in BRCA2. The large BRCA1 40-base deletion (c.1175_1214del40) showed lower allele frequency than expected, but was still called correctly (Table 2 ). In addition, we also tested a cell line with a known 15-base EGFR exon 19 deletion, with expected variant frequencies ranging from 30 to 0.1%. We are able to call this deletion down to 0.3% with high confidence, and while detected at 0.1%, the variant did not meet our requirements for a confident call. Based on these results, we are able to call short indels (< 10 bp) with wild-type DNA to make dilutions of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2%, and 10 cfDNA samples from healthy patients mixed at various ratios to produce sample pools with expected VAFs from 0.05% to 10%. Each sample set has 6, 23, and 75 unique variants, respectively. c Assessment of reproducibility and variability by assessment of observed allele frequencies for 6 variants from 29 replicate reference samples. Horizon cfDNA reference samples with VAFs of 0.1, 1 and 5% were sequenced 10, 10 and 9 times, respectively. For each of the expected VAFs, a boxplot shows the range of allele frequencies observed for each of the 6 variants allele frequencies as low as 0.1% and large indels at least as low as 0.3%, with results indicating detection at lower allele frequencies is possible, but may have reduced sensitivity compared with short indels and SNVs.
Overall indel performance was assessed by aggregating the results for these two data sets and determining positive and negatives for both in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , variants with allele frequencies above 0.2% are identified with 100% sensitivity and specificity, whereas for VAFs ranging from 0.1 to 0.2%, the sensitivity and specificity are 83.33% and 99.999% respectively. These data demonstrate the ability to identify clinically relevant variants and variants with a LOD as low as 0.1%.
CNV Detection Performance
We validated CNV detection using OncoLBx by testing 33 reference samples and cell lines with known copy number amplifications (CNAs). Using HCC2218, with a known ERBB2 CNA, we created a dilution series with VAFs of 100%, 50%, 20%, 10%, 5% and 0%. Figure 4a shows the log ratio of counts between each of the HCC2218 dilution samples and a normal healthy sample. We identified amplifications in all exons of ERBB2, representing > 21 kb of chromosome 17, across all positive variant fractions (5-100%).
We validated the ability to detect a dynamic range of copy numbers using a reference sample (HCC827) with a verified 65-copy EGFR amplification spanning 17 kb of chromosome 7. Table 3 shows the copy number dilution series of EGFR and the number of replicates run for each copy number. All 11 samples had their estimated counts compared against expected, as plotted in Fig. 4b . We are able to detect EGFR amplifications in all four exons covered in the panel for each expected copy number representing the range of variant fractions from 100 to 5%. We are also able to identify the 2-copy (healthy) control samples and correctly call them as CNA negative.
Reproducibility was tested using the Horizon structural reference sample. This sample has been verified using ddPCR to contain 4.5 copies of MET with a whole gene amplification (~ 97 kb of chromosome 7). We tested 11 replicates of the sample, and we detected amplification of each exon in MET in all 11 replicates. In Fig. 4c , we show a boxplot of detected values for all reference sample replicates and compare it against another boxplot made of detected counts from healthy control samples (2 copies). These results demonstrate that we can reproducibly detect CNA of 4.5 copies and define the LOD as ≥ 4.5 copies. 
Fusion Detection Performance
Fusions are identified by split read analysis covering all genes in the panel, with a focus on genes with known treatment guidelines. Single molecule split reads are used to estimate breakpoints and identify fusions (see Sect. 2). Since it is difficult to obtain reference samples with validated fusions, the validation is performed using all commercially available samples with four verified fusions. The ability to detect fusions was validated using cell lines and reference control samples with known fusions targeting RET-CCDC6, EML4-ALK, NCOA4-RET and TPR-ALK (see the supplementary methods in the ESM). The cell line containing the EML4-ALK fusion was tested at dilutions of 100, 10, 5, 1 and 0.5% to determine dynamic range. Figure 4d shows the visualization of the reads detected spanning ALK and EML4 at each dilution. Using OncoLBx we were able to correctly identify the fusion at all allele frequencies. One reference sample containing two fusions (NCOA4-RET and TPR-ALK) was tested at frequencies of 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1% to determine LOD. OncoLBx correctly identified both fusions in all samples; however, lower allele frequency samples (≤ 0.2%) had low coverage, reducing calling confidence for these samples. Overall, we were able to correctly identify 100% of fusion variants with high confidence at VAFs as low as 0.5% (Table 1) , and these can be detected at lower VAFs, but sensitivity may be reduced.
MSI Detection Performance
MSI status is determined by analysis of length changes in five repeat regions (see Sect. 2). Samples with two or more unstable sites are deemed MSI-H. DNA from MSI-H cell lines was spiked into normal DNA and fragmented to mimic cfDNA and tested with OncoLBx. Figure 4e shows the number of reads showing deletions of a specific size, ranging from 1 to 30 bases, for HCT-116 spike-in samples at one repeat region. Deletions observable in all MSI-H samples were not detected in wild type. The LOD for MSI was tested with serial dilutions of HCT-15 and HCT-116 fragmented DNA into background DNA. MSI status was correctly determined with VAFs of 2.5% for HCT-116 and 2% for HCT-15, demonstrating the ability to detect MSI with tumor fractions as low as 2%. All seven samples were correctly identified as MSI-H for all tumor fractions in both cell lines. Table 1 summarizes the analytical results, showing 100% sensitivity and specificity for tumor fractions as low as 2%. Fig. 4 Detection of copy number variants (CNVs), gene fusions and microsatellite instability (MSI). a Dilution series of a cell line with a known ERBB2 copy number amplification visualized by comparing the log ratio of normalized coverage values between a sample and a healthy control. DNA from the breast cancer cell line HCC2218 was mixed with wild type to create samples with tumor fractions of 100, 50, 10, 5, and 0% (0% not shown). b Graph showing the EGFR amplification from the HCC827 cell line, plotting known copy number against observed counts (on a log scale). Copy numbers 14.6 and lower were done in triplicate. c A boxplot showing the reproducibility of detecting 4.5 copies across 11 control reference samples and healthy controls. d A dilution series of samples with a known fusion visualized with Integrated Genomics Viewer (IGV). DNA from the lung cancer cell line (H2228) with a known EML4-ALK fusion was spiked into wild type to create 6 samples with expected variant allele fractions (VAFs) of 0, 0.5, 1, 5, 10 and 100%. Aligned reads at the fusion breakpoint are shown for each fusion partner; ALK is shown at 100%, and the inset shows EML4's breakpoint for each sample in the series. e DNA from the MSI-high colorectal cancer cell line HCT116 was mixed with wild-type DNA to create samples at various tumor fractions. The figure shows the number of reads at one marker with specific deletion size for samples with 10, 5, 2.5 and 0% tumor fractions. Peaks present in samples with positive tumor fractions were not detected in wild type
Clinical Validation
We assessed clinical performance using 36 clinical samples for which both blood and tissue formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) were available. These samples were sourced from patients diagnosed with stage II, III, or IV colorectal cancer (seven) and lung adenocarcinoma (29) . For NGS-based tissue/liquid biopsy tests, the established methodology to evaluate diagnostic performance is a comparison of variants detected in blood with variants detected in tissue (FFPE) samples [19] . For clinical validation, the diagnostic performance was determined by designating variants detected in one sample type (tissue or blood) as the reference call set and then evaluating the performance of the variant identification using the other sample type. This was then repeated with the sample types reversed. When using the FFPE sample variants as the reference set, liquid biopsy achieved a clinical sensitivity of 80.22% (Table 4 ). In the opposite case, with cfDNA calls used as the reference call set, FFPE samples had a clinical sensitivity of 82% (Table 4) . A total of 73 variants were identified across all 36 sample pairs (average of 2.02 variants per sample), including four samples with fusions (EML4-ALK) and eight samples with amplifications (EGFR and PDGFRA). The most commonly mutated genes were EGFR, APC, KRAS and TP53. Figure 5c visualizes the EGFR amplification from a paired sample with the variant detected in both tissue and blood. Figure 5d is a visualization of the breakpoint coverage of the EML4-ALK fusion detected in a blood and tissue sample pair. Five FFPE samples with enough genetic material for variant confirmation were sent for Sanger sequencing. Sanger confirmed the presence of all five targeted variants that were called in the FFPE samples.
In total, blood from 416 patients from a Taiwan cohort were tested with OncoLBx. Figure 5a shows the distribution of primary tumor types from the patient sample group, with the most common being colon, lung, breast, ovarian and pancreatic cancers. We identified somatic mutations (positive) in 79% of samples, with 87.34% of these samples having clinically relevant variants (variants with known oncological effects). Across all tumor types, TP53 was the most commonly mutated gene, followed by APC, PTEN, BRCA1/2 and PIK3CA. Over half of the samples (56%) were stage IV, 21% stage III, and 24% stage I/II (Fig. 5a ). Actionable variants (variants with known targeted treatment options) were identified across all disease stages: 50% of stage I, 62% of stage II, 89% of stage III and 86% of stage IV patients (Fig. 5b) . A total of 76 samples were tested for fusions, with nine out of 76 (12%) showing fusions, eight of which were EML4-ALK fusions, and 1 was a FGFR3-TACC3 fusion. In 55 clinical samples diagnosed with lung adenocarcinoma, EGFR variants were detected in 25 out of 55 samples (45%), RAS variants in five out of 55 samples (9%), and a BRAF variant in one out of 55 samples (2%). In addition, fusions were detected in three out of 55 samples and amplifications were detected in six out of 55 samples, which are consistent with previously published mutation frequencies [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The most common EGFR variants, in descending order, were p.L858R, ex19 deletion, p.T790M and ex20 insertions.
Discussion
NGS-based genomic profiling has been demonstrated to be effective in helping identify relevant targeted and immunotherapies to improve and manage cancer patient care [2, 4-6, 41, 42] . OncoLBx allows the assessment of all NCCN guideline-relevant treatments with known genomic variants, using peripheral blood from cancer patients with solid tumors. We demonstrated that OncoLBx paired with SMSEQ has high sensitivity and specificity across a large range of variant frequencies (VAF 0.1-100%) for SNVs, indels, CNAs, fusions, and MSI. The SMSEQ platform improves the signal-to-noise ratio for detecting genetic alterations at ultra-low allele frequencies in ctDNA, and corrects NGS artifacts and bias created through library preparation and sequencing. Consistently accurate detection of a range of variant types is aided by stringent QC steps included in the platform. The error correction process enables variant calling with high sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy.
CAP/AMP guidelines for validation of an NGS clinical assay include defining real and effective QC metrics, adequate statistical power to support claims and accurate determination of test performance [33] . Strict QC steps become important for high-sensitivity tests like liquid biopsy to ensure consistent and reliable results. We have developed stepwise QC metrics and stringent acceptance criteria to monitor and guide sample processing from sample preparation to variant calling (see Sect. 2 and supplementary Figure (Fig. 1) . Run-to-run variability was found to have no impact on variants with VAFs > 0.2%; however, results suggest that increased variability at lower allele frequencies (< 0.2%) may increase the chance of incorrect variant calling. Target capture bias did not appear to play a significant role in SNV detection, but may be a factor in performance of larger structural variants, such as fusions and long indels (see Sect. 3). This difference in performance between short and long indels in a capture-based assay is consistent with previous work showing that bias increases as the difference between sequencing read and capture sequence increases [40] . Fusion breakpoints also showed a lower observed allele frequency compared to expected. To confirm this hypothesis, we designed amplicons with the established breakpoint at various positions in the amplicon to compare capture performance based on breakpoint position (data not shown). From this testing, we confirmed that as we moved the breakpoint so that fewer bases covered the capture probe target region, performance (reads detected) dropped significantly. Increasing probe concentration or adjusting probe tiling strategies in low coverage regions may remediate the issue.
Our results showed that OncoLBx is highly concordant with tissue-based typing; however, when comparing paired blood and tissue samples, some sample pairs were discordant. We believe that variants detected in blood and not FFPE samples are mostly a result of tumor heterogeneity and clonal mutation in metastatic sites [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . We also believe that variants found in FFPE samples, but not blood, are because not all tumors shed DNA at the same rate, if at all [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Our results show the assay's ability to detect variants correlated with disease progression; cfDNA testing was less likely to detect variants in samples classified as stage II (60%) and more likely (> 85%) in stages III and IV. This correlates well with discordance between blood and tissue.
There are limitations to the OncoLBx assay. Most prominent is that not all tumors and stages will shed ctDNA at levels that are detectable. Additionally, the scope of this validation does not include copy number losses. While OncoLBx can detect copy number losses, analytically it is difficult to determine whether there is a loss of one or both copies. For therapy matching purposes, amplifications typically have more positive treatment indications. Another limitation is OncoLBx only targets known fusion sites, with NCCNguideline treatments. There are known (less-common) fusion sites that are not covered by the panel. Finally, this validation study was limited by only having paired colon and lung cancer samples for comparison. Despite this, this study as a whole demonstrates that OncoLBx can detect five different variant types at low allele frequencies regardless of cancer type and meets guidelines for calling all five variant types for all cancers [33] .
In addition to validation with peripheral blood, we have previously tested OncoLBx with other body fluids known to harbor ctDNA, such as pleural effusion and cerebral spinal fluid [43] [44] [45] [46] . In many of these cases, we are able to identify variants with therapy options from the non-blood body fluids. In the case of cerebral spinal fluid, we were able to identify a targeted therapy option which had an optimal treatment outcome.
Accurate real-time, non-invasive tumor typing can help physicians to optimize and monitor the treatment of cancer patients [3, 13] . OncoLBx has been developed and validated as a liquid biopsy assay for identifying tumor variants at low allele frequencies from peripheral blood, with the ability to detect actionable variants from a wide range of solid tumor types and stages. It is an alternate testing platform available to doctors and patients to provide a non-invasive typing option. While not part of this validation, we believe that OncoLBx can be used to monitor tumor evolution in real-time, and disease progress may be trackable across multiple tests to monitor for treatment efficacy and disease progression.
